DELTABELL-X

Vibrant, loud & effective

Warning off burglars has never been brighter
The perfect around-the-clock visual deterrent that maximises
external security on any property. The Deltabell-X delivers a
high audible siren, strobe, optional superior backlight and a
choice of coloured bases and lids, to warn off burglars and
complement every building.

www.pyronix.com

DELTABELL-X
290mm

285mm

Fast & easy installation with a unique levelling
mechanism
Consisting of four rotating guide holes and a spirit
level, every installation can be adapted for an efficient
and professional finish, without the need to line up,
screw or drill multiple holes.

Key Features

Work with both hands thanks to the Deltabell-X’s
hinged lid
Every Deltabell-X cover is hinged and locks into place
for the easiest installation and service.
Meet the required security standard with
Grading options
The Deltabell-X can be either Grade 2 or 3 for the
superior security the installation needs.
Superbly stylish with fully customisable options
• Different coloured covers & bases
Pick the base from either red, green, white, amber,
blue or black and then pick the lid from red, white,
yellow, black, blue or chrome, for the desired look. We
do not recommend red, black, blue or chrome covers
with any backlight options.
• The backlight option
The optional Deltabell-X Lightbox fits inside the cover
of the Deltabell-X to deliver superior illumination of
the sounder. This produces the perfect visual deterrent
to warn off any burglars on even the darkest night.
Beat the burglar with tamper protection
Any sabotage attempts from the front or back, or
power supply cut off will result in an alarm activation,
independently from the control panel. This ensures
maximum security is maintained against accidental or
malicious tampering of the system.
Avoid deafening the installer with Engineer Hold-Off
When the sounder is initially powered, with the
tamper switch open, the sounder will not activate,
which makes installation much safer. There is also a
Remote Engineer Hold-Off feature which is invaluable
when the system is serviced, as it allows for easy
maintenance without the fear of unwanted activation.
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DELTABELL X

Partcode

Sound output

106dB

Number of piezos

2

Strobe LED

P

Comfort LED

P

Optional backlight with DELTAX-LIGHT module

P

Engineer Hold-Off

P

Rechargeable battery included

P

Tamper protection included

P

Warranty

2 years

Electrical Specifications
Power

9-16V

Strobe duration

10mS

Frequency
Current consumption

1Hz
90mA at rest / 300mA in alarm

Electronic sounder

2

Certifications
Electrical conformity

CE

EN50131

Grade 2

Environmental class

IV
Self-certified

Meet installation standards with low current consumption
When the alarm and strobe are activated, the Deltabell-X has
low current consumption, which is an important consideration
when meeting today’s installation standards. There is also a
‘Light Dependent Resistor’ (LDR) on it which turns the backlight
off during the day.
Protected whatever the weather with sealed electronics
The electronic components are protected by a fully sealed
unit with a rubber gasket, so that the sounder remains
protected in even the harshest environment. This also provides
added peace of mind that the sounder will always activate
in the event of an alarm.
Attention grabbing alarms with the twin piezo & strobe
Upon an alarm activation, the Deltabell-X produces a loud
106dB(A) audible alarm alongside an extremely bright and
highly effective visual strobe for maximum awareness.
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